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About This Game

Cubic is a 3D puzzle where you need to destroy tiles of the same color, connecting them in pairs. In this case you need to stay
within a certain number of steps. For the successful completion of the level logic and skill to calculate your actions a few steps

forward are required .
Each level can take a variety of ways but not every way will fit in set before you number of steps. Obligatory condition of

successful completion of the level are to destroy all colored tiles and not do more steps than specified in the upper right corner.

Extraordinary mechanics

16 interesting levels

Simple graphics
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Title: Cubic
Genre: Casual, Indie
Developer:
Mikhail Melnikov
Publisher:
Mikhail Melnikov
Release Date: 9 Oct, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP/7/8/8.1/10

Processor: 1.2 Ghz or faster processor

Memory: 512 MB RAM

Graphics: 256 MB

Storage: 200 MB available space

Additional Notes: Keyboard and Mouse

English,Russian
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Very generous to upgrade existing Life of Pixel owners to the Super version.. The Best Coaches I have seen for Train Simulator
So far, They are amazing and I think you should get them too ! :D these are also needed for my latest scenario too. Altogether I
would rate these coaches a big fat 9.8\/10 also as a side note: GET EM NOW !!!!!!. Honestly not bad. If you like puppies and
can find something to play in the background, go for it. Though someone at EnsenaSoft has to learn how to count. There are not
'hundreds of puzzles'. There are four sets of 21 cute pups. And if you don't like puppies and mindless fun, well I can't help you..
Great!!! At last, it happened! It's finally released! Thx to Immergety team!
The game is totally cool if we talking about a graphic solution. Ancient Greece, mythological creatures! I was surprised! Of
course, it's just a beginning but for sure this game has a great potential! Waiting with patience next updates but for now, it's time
to play!. Imagine waking up one day and finding out your arm can become a big monster arm like lmao thanks a lot God. Once
you get past the pretty graphics at the core it's mechanics and depth are comparable to that of a mobile game. It's a shame as
really wanted a good strategy game in VR and preordered this as soon as I was able to. Don't get me wrong, this is a very well
polished game; The attention to detail on the maps, the sounds, the interfaces, the cards, the "control" system, moving the table
and player position in vr etc. is all great - but the game just lacks interesting gameplay. The turn based stategy really doesn't have
much strategy at all. Basically it's first to get an iron farm at which point you lvl your cheap base troops and you can rush the
enemy base. Once one player gets even a slight lead to give them an edge in battle, there's literally nothing the opponent can do
to stop you. You don't even need to capute any of their lands, just walk on by to their castle and win the game. Hopefully they'll
balance the game a lot better in future updates and introduce better mechanics to stop snowballing, but even then it'd still be
very lacking in any sort of replay value.

I'm very dissapointed, especially for the price they're asking. If this was \u00a35 it'd be an excellent game. However, even if
they were asking \u00a310 for it I'd still be dissapointed at the lack of actual gameplay. Having a \u00a330+ price tag is
ludicrous.
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Otter bash is an extremely fun and goofy game. Me and my friends were having a blast playing it and we had some laugh out
loud moments playing this. The only thing I wish they can add in the future are some optimization options like texture quality,
screen resolution, and maybe model quality (like low models could have them lower poly so that the computer has a better time
handling the game). Nice platformer game.. The boss of this DLC is by far the hardest yet, making Satan look like kindergarten.
Even if you have gone from stage 1 to get lots of relics, Melvius can still EASILY mess
your\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665up. Unlike other bosses, such as Damien and Satan, you CANNOT heal from him
until you have beaten the first stage, meaning that it will take you a very long time to grind back to the point where you can clear
his area again if you fail.
It is a fun fight, but it's annoying to have a character locked behind such a fight.
Both of the characters are hilariously OP: The Demon Slayer's katana stance heals him for rediculous hp every hit, and the
Demonspawn can infinitely stunlock enemies with its first ability if timed correctly in the later levels, along with doing
enormous damage.. Wizard of Legend is basically based on a dungeon game. However, this game consists of many beatiful
things too which make you happy when playing the game. Therefore, this game can easily diffirentiate itself in other dungeon
games. For instance, you can fight creatures with different spells you don't need to use same spell every round when you enter
the dungeon. moreover, you can enhance your spells or add new spells in your spell book by using shops and npcs in the
dungeon. Also, gameplay is very fast.Thus, you can play this game before your meeting, class or when waiting your friends in
lobi. To sum up, if you love to rogue-like games, you should buy it.. Honestly 10/10, 4k/6k mania with a Guitar Hero feel (can
also change theme to look like mania). Very satisfying rhythm game which is great since there are not many around currently,
was surprised to see the game is actually being updated frequently so props to the devs. If I had to change anything it'd be
making the song selection screen easier to navigate, if you wanna play a specific song you have to spend time scrolling through
everything to find it.

Also anyone complaining you can just button mash doesn't understand that the important metric is Sync Rate (timing accuracy)
and not Comboing.. i don't know how to express my love for this game, but i like it very much
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